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QUADRAT ANALYSIS IN ARCHAEOLOGY: 

A PROGRAM FOR TVO-TERM LOCAL VARIANCE 

Donald Howes 
Department of Anthropology 

Washington State University 
Pullman, Washington 

ABSTRACT 

Dimensional Analysis of Variance {DAV) was 
first introduced into archaeology in 1973 and 
has seen limited use in the field of spatial 
analysis. Since its introduction, a body of 
experimental data has been developed by 
ecologists, dealing with methodologica'. problems 
inherent in DAV. As an outgrowth of this work, a 
modification of the basic procedure, termed 
two-term local variance, has been developed. 

This technique allows the examination of all 
multivariate combinations of starting positions 
within a grid, eliminating known problems 
associated with starting position. Two-term 
local variance can examine any size grid or 
transect and provides a close spacing of points 
when the mean square/block size values are 
plotted. 

A BASIC program is presented which 
calculates two-term local variance scores on the 
raw data and on data transformed to detect 
large-scale amplitude pattern. This program, 
running on a BASIC interpreter, should be 
adequate for grid or transect sizes of 128 units 
or less. If a large number of units are to be 
used in calculations, it is recommended that the 
program be compiled to enhance program 
execution. 

Introduction 

Quadrat analysis techniques for the analysis 
of spatial patterns were first introduced to the 
archaeological community by Whallon (1973), who 
used a technique that he termed Dimensional 
Analysis of Variance (DAV) to analyze a living 
surface in Guila Naquitz Cave, Oaxaca. This 
technique was first developed by Grieg-Smith 
(1952) and was quickly applied to the analysis 
of spatial pattern by ecologists (see Ripley 
[1981:109] for reference to some field studies; 
Grieg-Smith [1979]. provides a detailed overview 
of plant animal studies up to that date). 
Outside the field of ecology, however, this and 
other quadrat techniques have seen only limited 
use, with some applications in geography (Getis 
1964; Moellering and Tobler 1972; Rogers 1974) 
and archaeology (Brose and Scarry 1976; Burley 
1976; Jermann 1978; Dohm 1981; Howes 1982). 

In the archaeological co111T1unity, criticism 
of quad rat analysis has focused on DAV, where 
most of the comments have dealt with 
methodological problems inherent in the original 
technique as developed by Grieg-Smith (Hodder 
and Orton 1976:32-38; Kirrvnel 1978). A body of 
experimental data dealing with the methodology 
of DAV is now available in the ecological 
literature and these problems have main ly been 
explained, if not solved. (An overview of these 
developments, while important for the 
application and interpretation of quadrat 
analyses, is outside the scope of this paper; I 
would recommend that the interested reader 
consult Ripley [1981] who cites most of the 
relevant literature). 
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Two-Term Local Variance 

As an outgrowth of some of this experimental 
work Hill (1973) developed a modification of the 
normal variance analysis technique that he 
termed "two-term local variance". This 
adaptation was designed to eliminate the effect 
that starting position had upon the location of 
peaks within the mean square/block size graph, 
which had been noted by Usher (1969). 

Unlike a normal variance analysis procedure, 
two-term local variance examines all 
multivariate combinations of starting positions 
for quadrat scores in the grid, in an attempt to 
eliminate the problems associated with starting 
position. For a block size of one, the formula 
mean(l/2[x1-x2]2,1/2[x2-x3]2, •.. 1/2[xn-l-xnJ2) 
where, 
xi= sample size in each quadrat 
will provide the value for the variance at that 
block size. The formula mean(l/4[x1+x2-x3-x412, 
... 1/4[xn-J+x -_?-Xn-l-xnJ2) will provide the 
variance ror irock size two, and so on. The use 
of a two-term local variance eliminates the need 
for the block size grouping to be of the series 
2n, as it is for DAV, and is applicable for any 
block size less than 1/2 N (Hill 1973:228). 

Since this technique examines all starting 
position combinations at each block size, the 
score that is produced for each block size 
represents the over a 11 average for the b 1 ock 
size, resulting in a smoothing of the data. 
Also, some of the peaks that are produced on the 
graph may be artifacts of the technique and are 
analagous to harmonic peaks (the peaks are 
periodic in nature and are proportional to the 
height of the previous peak). It has been 
suggested (Usher 1975:573) that a peak should be 
considered as representative of a scale of 
pattern only if there are no larger peaks to its 
left. Finally, the calculated variances are not 
independent, and so cannot be tested for 
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significance (this is a common problem with all 
quadrat analysis techniques that are based on a 
null hypothesis of a poisson distribution, and 
is not restricted to two-term local variance 
[Mead 1974]). On the plus side, two-term local 
variance can examine any size of grid or 
transect and there is a close spacing (every 
block size) of points on the mean square/block 
size graph. In this way, two of the major 
problems inherent to DAV have been resolved. 

Using this technique, analysis can be 
performed on both the raw data and data which 
have been transformed to examine two different 
types of pattern. Usher (1975) has distinguished 
between what he terms abundance and amplitude 
pattern. Abundance pattern refers to the overall 
size of the concentration (its diameter or 
length), while amplitude pattern is the degree 
of variability between the concentration value 
and the value for the spaces between the 
concentrations (Usher 1975:570). Using 
artificial distributions to examine the 
differences between abundance and amplitude 
pattern, Usher found that two-term local 
variance was unable to detect amplitude pattern 
at large block sizes (Usher 1975:575). To 
counteract this problem, Usher suggests that 
amplitude data be transformed to abundance data 
using the formula 

xj = Xi - X 
where, 
xj = transformed datum 
xi= original datum 
X = mean of original data 
This transformation will suppress small scale 
amplitude variation and accentuate any 
large-scale amplitude variation that may be 
present in the data. 
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Program Implementation 

The program is written in Microsoft BASIC, 
version 5 (Table 1). An attempt was made to make 
the program as generalized as possible, to 
enhance the transportability of the program for 
other systems. Any place where it was necessary 
to use any machine or version specific 
statements will be pointed out and the function 
of those statements will be explained. 

Line 210 clears the screen and homes the 
cursor; this command is the same as CLS or HOME 
in other versions of BASIC. Lines 250-280 ask 
for the names of the input and output files and 
open those files for reading and writing data. 
It was decided to use a file read/write system 
rather than DATA statements for input since this 
would allow the user greater flexibility in 
inputting data and would not require the 
modification of the program to run more than one 
data set. Data can be input to a file through a 
text editing program or by the use of a simple 
data entry program which can be written in 
BASIC. Lines 250-260 ask for the file names in 
valid CP/M format, giving the drive the program 
is resident on, the file name and the data type 
extension. This information should be modified 
to fit the requirements of your system. The 
input file should be structured so that the 
first value in the file is the number of 
quadrats used in the analysis, followed by the 
data scores for each quadrat. 

Lines 290-350 read in the total number of 
quadrats used (290), dimension the arrays used 
later in the program (300), input the value for 
each quadrat into its array element (310-340) 
and close the input data file (350). Line 320 is 
an error trapping check to see if there i s an 
attempt to read past the end of the input file. 
If this occurs, the error flag is set and no 
attempt is made to read further. Once t he data 
have been input, the data are transformed and 
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Table 1. Source Code for Tvo-Term Local Variance Progr••· 

10' ......................................................................................................... . 

20' * * 
30 ' * TIIO-niut LOCAL VARIANCE (BILL 1973) * 
40 '* * 
50 '* PROGRAM INPLDIVITATION : DONALD BOWES * 
60 ' * * 
70 ' * JULY 25, I 984 * 
80' * RELEASE 1.0, VERSION 2 * 
90' * * 100 , ................................................................................................... . 

110 ' 
120 ' TRIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A T\IO-TERJ1 LOCAL VAlllANC!. 
130' Tl!E tl!:CHJIIQUE IS SIMILAR TO DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF VAllIANCE, 
140' IN THAT DATA VALUES GROUPED BY QUADRAT ARE USED. 
150' UNLIXE DAV, WHICH CROUPS QUADRATS BY A POWER OF 2, A T\10-TERM 
160 'LOCAL VARIANCE CAN CROUP QUADRATS IN ANY SLOCX SIZE, UP TO 1/2 
170' THE TOTAL NUMBER OF QUADRATS. 
180 'TRIS ALLOWS FOR A MUCK FINEI E.1.AMINATIOII OF THE SCALE AT WHICB 
190 ' PATTERNS OCCUR. 
200 ' 
210 PIIIIT CBl$(4) 
220 ' 
230' OPEN THE INPUT DATA FIL! ON DISR AND IUD IR DATA VALUES 
240' 
250 IRPUT "NAME OF INPUT FILE ( IIICLUDIIIC DRIVE AIID EXT•): ", INS 
21>0 INPUT "NAM! OF 01/TPUT FIL! ( INCLUDING DRIVE AND EXT.): ",OT$ 
270 OPEii "I",t l,INS 
280 OPEN "O" ,#2 ,OT$ 
290 lllPUTt l,TOT 
300 DIM POI~T(TOT),COUEC(TOT) ,TTL(TOT),TICL(TOT) 
310 FOi I • l TO TOT 
320 IF EOF(l ) Tl!Ell GOTO 340 
330 INPUTtl ,P0lNT(I) 
340 NEXT I 
350 CLOSE#l 
360 AVU•0.0 
370 FOR I•I TO TOT 
380 AVEl•AVEJ.+POINT(I) 
390 !!UT I 
400 M!.AN•Avtll /TOT 
410 FOi J•I TO TOT 
420 COll.1.1.C(J)•ilS(POIIIT(J)-IILU ) 
430 NUT J 
440 -
450 'lllTliL LOOP POI lllU COKPlLATlOI 
460 ' 
470 n1n CBJ.$(4) 
uo HllT ·noc:111111. Din• 
490 ,Ol .U.T•l TO 2 
SOO COllll'f•l . 0 
SlO FOi L•l TO lit(TOT/2) 
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520 INCREM•L-1 
530 TERMIN•(TOT+l ) -(2*L) 
540 Z•TOT+l.O 
550 NUM• z-c2 .o•comrr) 
560 INTER•0.0 
570 ' 
580 ' VARIABLES "A" TO "D" ARE USED AS IIINER LOOP DELll!lTE.RS 
590' 
600 FOi l•l TO TDUIIN 
610 A•S: 
620 B•INCllEM+A 
630 C• B+l 
640 D• l NCllEM+C 
650 SUM•0.0 
660 DIF-0.0 
670' 
680 'Tl!E l!INER TWO LOOPS CALCOl.ATE TllE VARYING SIZE GROUPS OF DATA 
690 'USED IN THE CALCULATION OF THE TWO-TERM LOCAL VAB.I.ANCE 
700' 
710 FOR l•A TO B 
720 IF ALT•l THDI SUM•SUM+POINT(I) ELSE IF ALT•2 THEN SUM•SUM+CORiEC(I) 
730 11!:XT I 
740 FOi J•C TOD 
750 IF ALT•! THEN DIF•DIF•POlNT(J) ELSE IF ALT•2 TBE!i DIF•DIF+COll!C(J) 
760 IIUT J 
770 INTER•(((SUM-DIF)"2)/(2.0•COUIIT))+INTEi 
780 NUT l 
790 ' 
800 ' "TSUM" IS Tl!E VALUE FOR TRt T\10-TllH LOCAL VARIANCE AT T1IE 
810' BLOC,: SIZE UIIDER INVESTIGATION 
820' 
830 TSUH•INTER/IIUM 
840 IF ALT•l THEN TTL(L)•TSUM ELSE IF AI.T• 2 THEIi TTCL(L l •TSUM 
850 COUNT•COUNT+l.0 
860 PRil(T ".";: 
870 lfE.XT L 
880 NEXT ALT 
890 roa I •l TO INT(TOT/2) 
900 Pil!IT 12, TTI.( I);","; n cL{l) 
910 "!:XT 1 
920 CLOSEl2 
930 COSUB 1000 
940 1111) 
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read into a second array in lines 360-430. This 
array will be used for the investigation of 
amplitude pattern. 

Statements 490-880 constitute the heart of 
the program, where the actual value for the 
two-term local variance at each block size is 
calculated. There are five FOR-NEXT loops nested 
at four levels. The outer loop (490) determines 
whether the value is calculated on the raw or 
transformed data. The second loop (510) sets the 
values for the counter variables used in the 
calculation of values from each starting 
position and those variables that are needed for 
the expansion of the added and subtracted terms 
at each block size. The third loop (600) uses 
the variables calculated in the previous loop to 
start calculation of two-term local variance at 
each block size. The inner two loops (710-760) 
run sequentially, rather than nested, and are 
used to calculate the added and subtracted terms 
at each starting position. In these two loops, 
the value for ALT is checked and either the raw 
or transformed data matrix is used, depending on 
the value. In line 770 the scores for all the 
different starting positions are totalled, and 
the actual score for the two-term local variance 
is calculated in line 830. Again, depending on 
the value for ALT, this score is output to one 
of two different matrices. 

Once all the calculations are completed, the 
two output data matrices are written to disk in 
lines 890-910 and output file is closed (920). 
The output statement in line 900 writes the data 
to disk with the score for the raw value 
followed by the score for the transformed value 
as a data pair on a single line. This can be 
changed to suit the wishes of the user. 

The GOSUB statement in line 930 was used to 
call a plotting routine, whi ch produced Figure 1 
as an illustration of a use of the output file. 
The plotting routine is not reproduced here, 
since it is device specific to an Amdek DXY-100 
plotter and would not be transportable. 
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Figure 1 was produced using simulated data 
for an 8x8 area, giving a total of 64 units for 
which data are available. The plot for raw data 
scores (solid line) shows a single peak present 
at a block size of 29, indicating a large-scale 
concentration with an area of 29 square meters. 
Transforming the data to search for amplitude 
pattern (dashed line) shows a minor peak at a 
block size of 19, although the height of the 
peak is sma 11 enough that it probably is not a 
significant concentration. 

Like a 11 BAS IC interpreter programs, this 
one runs slowly, especially since there is a 
large amount of computation taking place in the 
loops. Timing the program on a Vector Graphic 4, 
using an Intel 8088 microprocessor running at 
5.1 MHz, the program takes 11:52 to complete its 
calculations. This is an indication that, if a 
large number of units are contemplated (i.e. 
more than 128), it would be best to compile the 
program using Microsoft's BASCOM compiler to 
speed program execution. This procedure will 
entail some minor modification of the source 
code, so that compilation can be accomplished. 
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